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For man will be blotted out, the blithe earth
die, the brave sun die blind and blacken
to the heart:
Yet stones have stood for a thousand years,
and pained thoughts found
The honey of peace in old poems.
Robinson Jeffers,
"To the Stone-cutters"
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COMMODITY MAN

Karen Greene

Do you have a family? a mother? a wife?
Divorced? Of course!
It's a legal matter-a
fact of life!
Buried in Wall Street (stuffed with afternoon cocktails and surf)
You reincarnate past deals and afternoons on the turf.
Let's try to be an all around, right nice, gentOh yes, about the emolument. ..
Grinning little smiles on daddy's desk sure look tine
Pink and happy and chicken gumbo
And syrupped in the dollar sign.
Insurance policies all tucked away?
Johnny, how about going out to play?
"No, dear, Dolly is not domesticated,
But does her cuticles and dictation without compare--Yes, dear-No,
dear-I know, dearBut couldn't you first get the Bazooka out of Bobby's hair?"

.:

Money clipped and grey flanneled
Legalized and ready to sueYou go about your business well
Time punching and building a consumer hell.
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A COUNTRY

Chris Cummings

New Topsail Beach, N. Carolina (AP)- Town officials here are
contemplating new security measures for the beaches in town after an
unusual incident Thursday night involving a tourist from London.
Officials said the man, .who identitied himself as J. Alfred Prufrock,
was found wandering on the beach at approximately 11:30 p.m. When
asked what he was doing out so late, he casually replied that he was
"listening to the mermaids sing." He also .added that he was very
disturbed that they might not be singing to him. Citing possible insanity, the police arrested him immediately.
Upon questioning
at the police station, Prufrock unfolded a
strange tale of just who he was and what he had failed to accomplish in
his life. Stating that he had come to America to live out the rest of his
life walking on the beach in his white tlannel trousers, Prufrock began
his tale. He claimed that he was a literary figure in England who was
now past his prime and was destined to be an outcast from society, for
what reasons he did not know. At this point, Prufrock began mumbling
something about measuring his life with coffee spoons, but, seeing his
questioners' puzzled faces, he became extremely upset at his apparent
inability to communicate. Digging into his pocket, he pulled out a piece
of badly worn paper and handed it to the officer in charge. Just as the
officer was about to take it, Prufrock hastily jammed the scrap back
into his pocket. "I can't give this to you because it's personal," was his
only explanation. After a little persuasion he once again handed the
paper over. We include the highlights of the text here:
I am J. Alfred Prufrock, but who am I really? I want to be known
and understood, but those outside me fail to comprehend what I'm
trying to say. I love, I'm human, and I have feelings just like any
man. It seems to me that my life is insignificant and my goals
still far off. I picture myself as liquid Prufrock. I have no form, no
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solidity, and not much purpose in being here. You probably think
I'm crazy, and if you teII me so, I'II probably agree. Don't look for
me though, because I have gone to see why the mermaids don't
sing to me.
On Friday morning a psychiatrist from nearby lacksonvilIewas
called in to make a preliminary psychiatric examination. He concluded
that the man had definite suicidal tendencies which arose out of an
extreme feeling of paranoia. The examiner also noted an unusually
high level of introspect. He commented that "this high level of insecurity usually is the result of severe neurosis." He recommended that
Prufrock be sent immediately to the state mental health facility for
further observation and tests.
Meanwhile, Lester Shilton, police chief, tire marshal, and head
dog catcher for this town of 425, had a different view of the incident.
Shilton commented,
"It's those damn hippies. It seems we have
problems with them every summer about this time. He's probably just
some overgrown flower child with a lot of drugs in his veins."
ShiIton went on to say, "It's just people in general these days. They
don't want to come out and fight reality, so they go out and smoke
heroin and shoot up pot. I'm disgusted." Shilton once again reiterated
his plea for stricter regulation of the beaches after dark.
In the meantime,
Prufrock was issued two tickets, one for
trespassing and another for creating a public nuisance. Prufrock
couldn't decide whether to post the bond or stay a couple of nights on
the town. Who knows, he may stilI be there today.
POEM

/

Melissa Stone

No more words ...
of holiness
or of wholeness
For I have been cleansed of your words,
By my own blood and tears and sweat.
I have found my own holiness
... my own wholeness.
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"TO

SAVE MANKIND"

Saimi Rote

What is happening to the social norms. in America? What is
causing the drastic change in morality? All around me I see men and
women living in sin, increased divorce rates, childless marriages, and
homosexuality. God has seen fit to show me who is responsible for the
increase in social ills-those
aggressive, self-deluding females who call
themselves "feminists."
These social outcasts are convincing women across our great
nation that they should not stay home and care for their houses and
families, that they don't have a responsibility to bear children, and that
they should compete with their husbands. Blasphemy! The Bible says:
"Wives, be subject unto your husbands."
I have prayed that the God-fearing women of our nation would not
heed the words of the feminists and thereby quell the insurrection. But
every day more good and decent women are taught to feel discontented
and unsatistied. This growing problem has concerned me as a religious
leader and as a man-and
I believe God has led me to a solution.
Through popular books and movies like "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest," most laymen have become familiar with the surgical
operation called a lobotomy. Most commonly used to control mentally
disordered patients, a frontal lobotomy severs the cord of nerve tracks
from the cerebral cortex to the rest of the brain. Because the frontal
area of the cerebral cortex controls emotions, intellect, and reasoning,
the operation leaves the patient in a vegetable-like condition. Of course
I am not recommending this operation to control women. They would
be totally useless to society in that condition.
However, medical researchers have developed a partial lobotomy
that severs only selected nerves and leaves the patient with limited
reasoning ability. This medical breakthrough
has provided an ideal
solution to the feminist problem. The new surgery would cut off impulses that allow a woman to feel discontent or desire material
possessions, but would leave her enough judgment to facilitate training
in routine tasks like following a recipe or diapering an infant.
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I propose that a partial lobotomy be performed on all females at
the age of thirteen. After two years of training, they would be ready to
perform the roles of housewife and mother. Sexual training would be
minimal-even
a lobotomized female can be trained rather quickly to
lie on her back and pretend to have an orgasm.
In addition to the obvious benefits, my plan would also aid the
American economy. When women are removed from roles for which,
they are not tit, the vacancies would provide jobs for men and virtually
eliminate unemployment. The cost of performing the lobotomies will be
offset by the savings in public education costs. Twelve to sixteen years
of schooling will be reduced to two years of intensive training.
I recommend
we begin this simple, workable, and effective
program as soon as possible. I must add, I desire no thanks or
remuneration for my proposal. When mankind is delivered from the
moral decadence brought about by feminist women-that
will be my
reward.
POEM

Linda Wood

A blue-grey cloud frowns around me,
Bleaking my world inside out.
Enter: you.
And all of a sudden your shining eyes
Reflect the brilliance of sunshine-Light-joy!
Found: friend.
The world rides us with sharp-tipped spursWhich easily draw tears and drops of life ..
But grey days are far worse and forever gone,
For sunshine is contagious and it never,
Never dies.
I thank the Lord-He
put it where I found it
(in your eyes).
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THE

ACCIDENT

(TOLD

OBJECTIVELY)

Cynthia Robertson

Four-year-old Cynthia Baldwin was shot through the right temple
as she played- croquet on the lawn of her home yesterday. She is in
critical condition at Doctors' Hospital. John S. Brown, 18, a neighbor,
told police he was aiming at a rabbit in his back yard which adjoins the
Baldwin's property, and, when he tired, the bullet must have glanced
off of a rock. The next thing he heard was Cynthia's screams. Mr.
Mitford, the boy's stepfather and Dr. Rubin, his family physician,
rushed the child to the hospital. Neither of the girl's parents were home
at the time of the accident.
Dr. Shagrue,
the attending
surgeon,
issued the following
statement: "The bullet entered the right side of the head, moved backwards and is lodged at the base of the brain. There has been no
paralysis and there are no plans to operate at this time."

THE ACCIDENT:

A PERSONAL

EXPERIENCE

Cynthia Robertson

/
It is a typically hot, heavy summer day in Washington. A group of
us are playing croquet in the back yard. I am four years old. As I lean
over to strike the shiny ball, I suddenly feel an impact. It is more of a
push than a blow. It shoves my whole body. I look up and for a
moment, all around me is like a still photograph. Everyone is staring at
me and there is a look of horror on everyone's face. "Noni, your hair!" I
look at my long blonde hair, but find it is bright red and wet with
blood. People begin to scream and my legs are like rubber. I can see
each blade of grass as I slide down on it. It feels cool and soft.
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But now I am in the bathroom of my house and the door is closed.
Two strange men are struggling with me-holding
me. The water is
running in the sink and there is blood everywhere-on
the walls, on the
floor, on their hands. Who are these men? What are they doing to me?
Where is my mother?! I want to tell them how tired I am. Please leave
me alone and just let me lie down. But I am crying and screaming so
hard that I can't talk, I just struggle to be free. Finally they wrap me in
a blanket and carry me to a car. I can rest.
I am in a hospital, whirling around on a gurney. I am dizzy.
Everyone is hurrying. Suddenly the lights are in my eyes. People are
standing around looking down at me. They are pulling and tugging at
my hair. They are cutting off my hair! Mother is there now. I can see
her behind my head, standing very straight in the shadow of the lights.
"Mother!" I want her to hold me, but she remains motionless. I try to
reach out to her, but my hands are tied down. Her voice sounds shrill,
almost gay, as she answers, "I'm right here."
When I wake up it is dark in the room. A nurse is sitting beside
me, with a flashlight in her lap. Mother is standing beside her, about to
leave. I want her to stay with me and I beg her not to go, but in a weary
voice she says that she must go. She can't stay all night.
"What happened to me?"
"Y ou had an accident. You must lie still."
It is always dark in the room when I wake up. I am afraid of the
dark. I want someone to comfort me, but somehow I am different now,
and untouchable.
People keep bringing me things; toys and t1owers,
but all I really want is for someone to hold me and tell me everything is
all right. No one ever does.
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THE

CATCH

Cleo Sumner

/

Liz stretched out on the chaise lounge languidly and eyed herself
appreciatively in the long mirror. Not bad, not bad at all for a thirtyeight year old, she mused. She could easily pass for twenty-five and she
knew plenty of women at twenty-five who did not look half as good as
she. Thank God her bust and thighs had stayed firm after the birth of
her daughter. Melissa was such a dear, hardly any problem at all. She
never dreamed it would be so easy to rear a child.· She was such a shy
child that-she scarcely knew she was around. Liz wished that she had a
little more spunk to her, more like the Millers' daughter.
Robert-Liz
called him Robert after he.was made vice-president of
the Edsel Company-was
now able to provide well for them after all of
her hard work prodding him through the university and pushing him
ahead in the company. A wife had to keep on her toes ifshe wanted her
husband to succeed. She had to know the right people to cultivate, the
right social functions to attend and the right clubs to join ..It had been
hard but, Liz crinkled her nose at herself in the mirror, she had succeeded beyond her wildest imagination.
She heard the door chimes and Suzette rushing to answer it
Suzette was the final touch of elegance that Robert had allowed her.
The girl's name had been Susie, but Suzette sounded so much more
sophisticated and the girl seemed to like it after a little persuasion.
"Where's mother?" Liz heard Melissa's voice inquiring.
"Here I am. Upstairs, darling," Liz looked at her watch. Three
thirty. Was it that late already.
"Mother, guess what? Tom asked me for a date tonight," Melissa
said breathlessly, her face flushed with excitement.
What an adorable child, Liz thought. She looked so well in her
clothes, but then why shouldn't she. She- was a chip off the old block
except Liz was a little more aggressive.
"Tom? Tom who, dear?"
"You know. I told you all about him last week. The boy who
helped me on my science project."
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"Oh, that boy. Melissa, dear, I don't want to interfere in your
affairs, but couldn't you find a nice boy from this neighborhood to be
interested in? Like Richard Fischer. He comes from such a nice family.
After a!l, we don't know who this Tom person is or anything about
him."
"I told you all about him, mother. Besides Richard doesn't even
notice me when I'm around."
"I'll speak to his mother tonight while Father and I are there for
dinner and see what I can do for my little cutie pie. Oh dear, I must
run. I'm already late for my tennis date. We'll discuss this later,
Melissa." Liz dismissed the whole incident from her mind as she was
busy appraising herself in the white outfit she had chosen to wear. It
was a little daring and showed off her tan beautifully. She must talk to
Robert again about their Bermuda trip. She would need a whole new
wardrobe as the Fitzsimmons were going to be there at the same time.
Melissa went to her room and sat at her desk idly. She loved her
mother very much and knew her mother loved her. She was just too
busy, she guessed. After all, look at all they had given her. Everything
she wanted-her
own bedroom and sitting room with her own television
and stereo set with all the latest records, beautiful clothes, trips all over
the world with class sponsors. What other girl was so lucky?
Yet there was an emptiness inside her that seemed to be crying out
for something that she could not grasp. What an ungrateful child she
was, she thought. Her parents had worked hard and now they gave her
everything she desired and more. How could she go against her
mother's wishes? Automatically she picked up the gold French phone
and dialed.
"Tom? Melissa. l-Ican't go. My mother made other plans for me.
I-I'm sorry. Maybe some other time," her voice quaked.
"Yeah," Tom answered. "Okay."
Melissa knew her mother would not be back before six. She picked
up one of the current magazines and thumbed through it. How dull it
was. She put the stereo on but that did not appeal to her today. She
walked down to the kitchen thinking to visit with Suzette until dinner
but Melissa could tell by the giggling and one-sided conversation that
-Suzette was talking to her boy friend on the phone. There was nothing
left to do but watch the-reruns on television. She had seen them all a
thousand times before - during her sixteen years of life. She well
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remembered the evenings spent after school when she came home to an
empty apartment. The blare of the televsion had been a comfort then
and helped ease the fear of being alone. At first she had hidden under
the table-the
one with the flowered cloth that reached to the floor-so
that no intruder could find her.
"A big ten year old girl acting like a baby," her mother had
shamed her when she had caught her hiding there one day when she
had left work early.
"I was afraid someone would break in and rob us."
"Who'd want to? We have nothing here they'd have. That's why
mother has to work-to
help Daddy." She puIled Melissa down on her
lap and in a softer dreamy voice went on. "Some day we'Il have a nice
big house and maybe a nice big swimming pool for you and your friends
to enjoy. Then mother can stay home with you and not have to work
anymore."
"I want you to stay home with me now."
"Melissa, you're being impossible. If you'd stop watching all those
horror movies you wouldn't be so afraid. I'm going to tum off that TV
if it scares you so."
After that Melissa had quashed her fears and sat in the middle of
the davenport with the television blaring to drown out any strange
noises.
Time dragged for Melissa. FinaIly her mother came racing in at
the same time her father drove up. Melissa rushed down to greet them,
glad for a little diversion from her boring day.
"Oh , how's my little girl today?" her father asked.
"Oh, bored," Melissa answered.
"That's good, that's good," Mr. Brown absentmindedly
said
without glancing up from the WaIl Street Journal. "Liz did you forget
we're going to the Fischers tonight for dinner? We have to be there at
eight sharp." If he could land that Fischer's account he would have it
made. Things did not look too promising. He wished he had a little
more time to work on it.
"No, dear. I did not forget. I'll be ready." Then, catching a
glimpse of Melissa's face, Liz asked, "How was your day, dear? You
really should get out more. Why don't you ask some of your friends over
for a swim in the pool? Suzette could make some nice pizzas for you."
"Oh, mother, everyone would have other plans made by now."
"Maybe you could call Carla and go to a nice show someplace."
"Carla has a date."
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"Oh really, dear. I didn't think anyone would ask her. Well, do
what you want. 1 must get ready."
"Mother. "
"Yes, dear."
"About Tom."
"Yes. "
"1-1 called him and broke my date with him."
"That's my love. We'll find someone nice for you."
"Tom is nice," Melissa feebly defended him.
"I know, I know, Melissa. We'll talk about it tomorrow. I have to
get ready now. You know how your father hates being late-especially
to the Fischel's."
"I know, Mother. Are you-are
you going to talk to Mrs.
Fischer-about
Richard, I mean."
"Melissa, your mother told you she'd talk to you about it
tomorrow," Mr. Brown cut in. "Why can't you obey?"
"I try to, daddy, but-"
"No argument now. Just do as your mother says." What was the
matter with that child. She was so spoiled she did not know what she
wanted. Every time they were getting ready to go somewhere she. had to
upset her mother.
Melissa turned to go to her room. She thought her mother would
surely be pleased about her breaking her date with Tom but she
scarcely heard. Why couldn't she please her parents? What was wrong
with her? She tried so hard to do what they wanted. Tom had. been like
a God-send. He was shy like her. They understood each other and had
so much to talk about. Melissa could not see' what his parents' name
had to do with it. Richard's parents were nice too; just like her parents,
only their house was much larger and more beautiful. She really did not
feel at ease with Richard like she did with Tom. Richard defied the
teachers and got by with it because his father was so rich and influential.
Mr. Fischer seemed to take pride in Richard's
wild
escapades.
"My boy wrecked another car," he'd boast. "Makes his sixth.
Don't know what I'm going to do with him. Good thing he's got a rich
father. "
Richard was known to have the biggest and wildest parties of any
one in school.
"Better keep the boy at home. Then I know who he's with," his
father had stated. "1 just keep the refrigerator stocked and then he
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doesn't have to go hang around all those joints and get into trouble."
Mr. and Mrs. Brown had agreed with him one hundred percent.
Liz had hoped Richard would be attracted to Melissa, but Richard
seemed to like the more daring girls. Melissa would just have to loosen
up a little and dress less sedately to attract his attention. If she could
latch onto Richard, she would have it made. So what if Richard was a
little wild. All boys had to sow their wild oats before they settled down.
It was abouttime Melissa grew up and quit acting.like a child.
Melissa's mother and father returned home from the Fischers
about two thirty. Liz was so excited she rushed into Melissa's room to
tell the good news. Melissa, still in her clothes, had fallen asleep in
front of the television. How innocent she looks, Liz thought, how sweet
and innocent. She'll be thrilled when I tell her. She gently shook her
shoulders. "Melissa, honey, wake up. Mother has some good news for
you. Wake up, dear. Do you hear me?" Melissa nodded her heard, her
eyes still dazed from the sound sleep of the young.
"Are you sure you're awake, dear? Mother wants to be sure you
hear the wonderful news."
"Yes, mother."
"You're invited to Richard's birthday party tomorrow night .at
ten."
"What! You mean Richard invited me?"
"Yes. His mother asked if it'd be all right with him and he said
yes, he'd love to have you. Isn't that wonderful, dear? And you thought
he never noticed you," her mother teased. "Now to bed with you.
Tomorrow mother will take you shopping for a new outfit. We'll have
Andre style your hair. We'll make a little vamp out of you. Richard'II
have to sit up and take notice. Here, put on your little nitey and off to
bed with you. We've got a full day ahead of us. Sweet dreams, love,"
Liz murmured as she tucked Melissa into bed and kissed her softly on
the cheek.
Wonder why he waited so late to ask me? Melissa thought as she
drifted off to sleep.
By ten the next morning, Melissa and her mother had had breakfast and were on their way to shop. Andre had agreed to style Melissa's
hair, after Liz had offered him double his price, at seven that evening.
That would give Melissa all day to shop and a couple of hours to relax
before the -party. She knew just where to go to find the right dress for
Melissa-the
Crystal Room at Sarde's. If they did not have the right
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dress, no one would; and you would not have to worry about seeing a
duplicate of their gowns as they carried only originals. Besides, anyone
who was an~ one shopped there.
Liz wished that she had known sooner that Melissa would be
invited to the party-after
all, the invitations had gone out two weeks
ago, but no use to dwell on that. This would be Melissa's first big
grown-up affair and Liz wanted to make sure it would be a success. Mr.
Kaizer, the couturier who always helped Liz, had just the gown for
Melissa. He brought out a stunning yellow chiffon dress with a fitted
bodice that plunged to a deep V in front dropping below the waist in
back, accenting the soft fullness of the double skirt. Liz caught her
breath. It was so beautiful.
"Does mademoiselle wish to try it," Mr. Kaizer needlessly asked
Melissa.
"Oh, yes," she said.
When Liz saw Melissa in the dress, she could hardly believe the
transformation
that had taken place. As Melissa walked toward her,
Liz felt a little twinge of jealousy. She was absolutely stunning. Mr.
Kaizer knew exactly what accessories would offset the dress and the
girl. The slippers he had chosen for Melissa were the exact luscious
yellow and in his excellent infallible taste he had picked out dazzling
diamond drop earrings set in gold to both offset and attract the eye to
the bareness of the dress. The many hours that Melissa had whiled
away in the swimming pool had really paid off in that firm tanned
athletic body clearly defined by the soft clinging gown.
Melissa glowed in her mother's overwhelming approval. Neven had
she seen her mother so pleased, even when she had won the science
award at school. One of her biggest disappointments
had been when
neither her mother nor her father could come to the presentation as it
had been scheduled on the same night that the Humane Society had
its ball, the biggest social events ofthe year.
"Do you think it's too-well,
too bare, mother?" Melissa asked.
She knew her mother would say no before she asked. "No, dear. It's
perfect. Mr. Kaizer, you're a genius."
"Thank you, madame," Mr. Kaizer beamed. "1 had a beautiful
model to work with."
Melissa was further enhanced by Andre's magic. If Richard did
not notice her tonight, he never would, Liz thought, but she need not
have worried.

/
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Richard completely forgot Elaine, his date for the evening, the
moment Melissa walked in. All his attention was focused upon Melissa.
"See Richard's
found him another playmate,"
Jan snidely
remarked to Elaine in the ladies' lounge.
"That sweet innocent. She'll never last. He'll come crawling back
to me," Elaine sneered into her drink.
Richard blitzed Melissa with attention. No one, but no one had
ever treated Melissa so majestically. How glad Melissa was that she had
listened to her mother. Tom seemed dull in comparison to Richard.
Richard began picking up Melissa before and after school. They
were together morning, noon and night. It was nice having him right in
the neighborhood too. Her mother and father were so pleased. They
trusted Richard like a son. He kept Melissa company when her folks
were gone. The dull, lonely nights watching television alone or talking
to Suzette in the kitchen were a dimly remembered past.
Only one thing bothered Melissa. Richard was a bit, well, a bit too
forward. Melissa had tried to discuss this with her mother but her
mother told her, "You can't blame a boy for trying, dear. Don't be so
prudish. Just be careful." The next morning, Melissa was surprized to
find. some birth control pills on her dressing table.
"Mother," she asked, "did you leave these on my dressing table?
Liz glanced at the pills in Melissa's hand.
"Yes," she answered. Melissa gasped. Surely she did not think"Just don't bring me home any babies," her mother said.
Melissa's growing conviction was true then. She sensed that
anything she did was all right so long as it was with Richard. Both
families had contrived to throw them constantly together, not that
Melissa minded being with Richard for she loved him completely, but
somehow she had thought-well,
that some things were sacred and
that her parents had thought so too. She felt sad and dejected, a little
less loved, like being deserted on an island by herself. Were her parents
pacifying her with Richard so she would not interfere in their lives?
That night, Melissa seemed strangely quiet to Richard. "Come on,
honey. What's the matter with my baby. Liven up," Richard complained. Melissa tried, but she was a drag.
"Here," Richard finally said," try this .. It'll pep you up."
"What is it?"
"Just a little pep pill when you've got the downs."
"No," Melissa said.
"Come on. It won't hurt. I hate to see you in the dumps. Besides,
you drag me down too. Come on. Just one."
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"No."
"Okay. I might as well be going then. No use sitting here and both
of us being bored."
"No, wait,"
Melissa thought of her mother's and father's
disapproval if she should lose Richard and the long dull evenings of
being alone again flashed before her eyes. "I'll take it. Just one-just
this once." After all,what did it matter?
"Now you're talking, baby."
After a while, pills began to be a part of Melissa's life. She sensed
the danger, but when she tried talking to her mother or father, they'd
keep praising her for having made "the catch" of the school. She had
even approached Suzette for advice, but she had her own problems with
her boyfriend. "Don't be so picayunish,"
she advised. "Relax and
enjoy it."
Melissa felt desperately the need to confide in someone but all her
old school friends had dropped her because they were jealous of her and
Richard, her mother had said.
Richard was beginning to be less and less thoughtful and considerate of her, saying what a drag she was when she was not vivacious
and gay. He began flirting openingly with all the other girls. Melissa
did not dare tell her mother of the times he had left her at parties to be
brought home by some one else.
On the night of the junior country club dance, Melissa almost had
to coerce Richard to take her. He was moody all night and did not
dance with her.
Afterward, at Richard's parents' home, the in-crowd threw a
blast. It was a party to end all parties. Everyone was high. The band
had come after the dance at the country club to play at the party. The
music was loud and blarey. No one noticed the sounds of sirens converging until the police broke onto the patio.
Melissa stood alone in the center of the garden sobbing. She
crouched down as she had years ago under the table with the television
going full blast.
"Mama," she cried. "Mama."
At the trial, Liz berated the judge as he sentenced her daughter
along with the others.
"You've just ruined my daughter's life," she audibly whispered.
"No," the judge sadly shook his head, "no, I couldn't have. You
beat me to it."
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"THE

DISTINGUISHED

THING"

Karen Greene

they tell me that you're dying;
slowly your wrinkles form your heart's tributaries,
and your brow proclaims Wiglafs long awaited wisdom.
now-i wonderwhat is behind those ball-bearing eyes?
You never were prone to sit in silence or shed a tear.
You never were one for giving in,
and now raising a foot is an effort.
[don't sigh too hard-they'll
hear you
don't smile too wide--they'll think you fine
don't cry too hard-they'I1
already miss you
and, God knows, it's not that time]
maybe someday there will be time for you and i againto "climb Washington monument" while humming Hungarian tunesor walk along the river gathering "junk."
we'I1 sing together and count the grains of Dover.
[how placidly you stay
yes, i know,
you're not asleep and i'I1 not go away]
never did i think i would pray for one momenta moment when you'd have strength again to speak of the homeland,
and i, the patience to listen.
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A WOMAN'S

GUIDE

TO MEN

Sharon Zimmer

Men have a very neat classification
of women which, unfortunately, is the same as it was in the days of Shakespeare. If a female
happens to be blonde, she's either dumb or she "has more fun."
Redheads have a temper which is greater than HeII's fury, and it's too
bad if you're just a brunette. I feel that these observations, made on
appearance only, are very unjust and I am in favor of a new system. As
an example (and perhaps a little out of revenge) I have devised a classification of men based mainly on their interior qualities.
After seven years of dating experience, I have found that there is a
different kind of man for every day of the week. The most boring type
of man is the shy guy. He's also the safest. If he ever says anthing, you
can be sure it wiII be about his mother. (Hint: If Mr. Shy ever takes you
to a drive-in movie, be sure to have him buy you a bago of popcorn. It
will give you something to do while you watch the show, and it's a clever
way to cover up your yawns.)
At the other end of the pendulum we have a real swinger-the
aggressive male. After the party is over, there's always a party-for-two
at his pad. Even if you've never met him before, he acts as though
you've been married for five years. And don't be surprised when you
discover that he has more paws than your cat. If you get enough
courage to go anywhere with him alone, be sure you're wearing at least
four turtleneck sweaters. This way you'll have some time to plan your
excape. (Hint: If you ever go to a drive-in movie with an aggressive
man, be sure to have him buy you a bag of popcorn. Then tell him that
you've decided you don't want the popcorn after all and let him have it.
lt wiJI give him something else to do with his hands for a while.)
Probably the worst guy of all is the jerk, and he doesn't deserve
much time in this paper. You all know him. He says he'II caII, but he
doesn't. He stands you up every Saturday night. Or he takes you to a
party and leaves early with another girl. In general, he acts like a jerk.
(Hint: If the jerk should ever take you to a movie, plan on buying your
own popcorn, even though he'II probably eat most of it.)
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This next man is almost as bad as the jerk, but not quite. He's the
car buff, who always has grease on his elbows and dirt under his
tingernails. The first thing he does when he gets to your house is help
himself to whatever he can find in the refrigerator. Then he tells you
that he's decided that you'll both just watch T.V. tonight because he
had to buy a lot of new parts for his car. This guy will tell you that he
loves you, and then spend the next two hours telling you about his
automobile. You may be the only love of his life, but you're still second
to his car. (Hint: Try to keep popcorn in the house at all times. It's
much cheaper than cold meat sandwiches, but just as filling.)
This fellow can also talk about cars-an
combustible engines,
bionucleonics,
marine biology, eighteenth-century
drama, and radar
technology. Don't misunderstand
me. I don't mind carrying on an
intelligent conversation with a guy, but the educated sophisticate is too
learned for me. His idea of a good time is reading the World Book
Encyclopedia--all thirty-seven volumes! Mom loves him even though
she never knows what he's talking about. The worst thing about dating
this guy is that you always have to take Noah Webster along with you.
(Hint: Also take along popcorn. It gives your jaws exercise while he
does all the talking.)
A super jock is fun to be with, provided you love all sports and
have as much energy as he does. Don't feel bad if you're no good in
tennis as he doesn't mind beating you. And be sure to praise all of his
athletic accomplishments
because his ego is bigger than he is. (Hint:
It's too bad if you like popcorn, because this guy will never buy you any.
He doesn't consider it a health food.)
At last we have the romantic fellow. He'll praise your beauty with
poetry and win your heart with wine. But don't be naive. Too much
wine and this smooth talking dude will have you lured into his plush
pad. He has a lot of lines and uses good bait, and there will be more
catches after he's thrown you back. (Hint: Be cool and forget about the
popcorn. Try to develop a taste for caviar instead.)
Men come in all kinds of packages, but underneath that layer of
skin there are only a few distinct types, which I have endeavored to
point out to you. By looking at the interior qualities of the human male,
I feel that my classification is much fairer than the stereotypes in which
women are daily placed. Perhaps we shall at last see a new trend in
female clasification, and may Shakespeare's ghost approve ofthis.
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SAINTS

PRESERVE

US!

or

You'll

Never Walk

Alone

Natalie Ashanin

/

My mother had this thing about saints. She knew what each one's
specialty was and never hesitated to call upon them. They were as much
a part of her life as the phone company or the police ... or a detective
agency. Whenever Mother lost her keys, which was about twice a day,
she would stand in the middle of the room, clasp her hands together
tightly and pray.
"St. Anthony-please,
where are my keys?"
It never failed. The keys always turned up. Mother never did
anything without the saints. When she baked bread, she never failed to
invoke St. Honoratus, patron of bakers, and it always turned out
perfectly. When she couldn't remember whether she had turned off the
iron, she didn't cut short her shopping trip and return home to check,
she merely closed her eyes, clasped her hands and turned the matter
over to St. Barbara, who was in charge of fire prevention. Mother never
trusted a baby sitter, no matter how well-recommended, but consigned
my brother and me to the care of St. Nicholas, patron of children,
before leaving the house. He was the real sitter as far as she was concerned.
But it was when I got to high school that Mother really put the
saints to work on my case. I'd gone to St. Mary's in the Woods for the
eight years of my primary education but our small town didn't have a
Catholic high school and I .had to go to Devington High. According to
Mother, Devington High was only a notch below Sodom and Gomorrah
and she wasn't about to let her innocent little Iamb be corrupted-not
if the saints could help! So Mother started a prayer campaign to keep
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me pure and unspoiled. I always suspected that the reason St. Thomas'
could afford that new stained glass window was because Mother burned
so many candles on my behalf.
After a while, I came to resent this interference. Every time I
wanted to do something interesting or exciting I had this odd sensation
as if someone were watching over my shoulder.
I pleaded with Mother to leave me alone. "I've got to grow up
some time," I argued. "How can I learn to cope if you always sic the
saints on me? The other kids do alright without a bunch of haloed
greybeards looking over their shoulder!"
"Oh, Kathleen, I knew it-that
terrible place is teaching you to
blaspheme!"
"Mother, please!" I ground out between gritted teeth, "Just let me
alone! Call off your damned saints!"
Mother, in despair at such unheard of defiance, threw up her
hands and called on St. Agnes to take over.
"I leave her to you," she said, rolling her eyes to heaven, "Seeing
as how wayward girls are your province!"
St. Agnes, the tink, did a good job for mother. No matter how
often I swore to myself that I'd defy Mother and stay out until 1 a.m.
'round about 11:30 or so I'd get these odd little nudgings in my mind
and an uncomfortable
feeling which wouldn't go away until I was safe
in my bedroom-e-well before midnight.
It was pretty awful. Most of the kids at Devington had' their
parents on their backs about something or other but me+-I had to cope
with all the saints of heaven as well. It just wasn't fair.
Things came to a head the week of the Junior Prom. Along with
about twenty other girls I wanted to go with Bub Burchowsky, the
Football Captain, but I settled for Danny Durell. Danny and I had
gone through St. Mary's together and Mother looked relieved when I
told her who my date was. I decided this was a propitious moment so I
added .... "and we're going to stay out until dawn."
"Oh, that's much too late, Kathleen, the dance ends at I-you can
be home by hal f-past."
"But Mother," I wailed, "nobody, but nobody comes home right
after the Prom. Everyone goes somewhere to eat. then they make a
bontire on Partridge Hill and watch the sunrise ... "
"You'll be too tired," she said, "from dancing all night. I'll give
you an extra half-hour, but you must be home by 2."
"Mother!" I protested, "Everybody will be at Partridge Hill!" but
she was unrelenting.
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"I'll show her," I vowed to myself, "I'll stay out until dawn no
matter what. She can ground me for a month if she likes, but I'll show
her!" But I reckoned without the saints.
I kept a low profile all week and said nothing more about when I'd
be in from the Prom. The night of the Prom came and I was all
sweetness and light as I got ready. I didn't want Mother to get upset
and call in reinforcements.
"Oh, but you look darling," she cooed as I twirled around in my
baby blue off-the-shoulder formal. "Danny will be smitten, I'm sure.
Now have a good time, dear, and be sure to be home ... "
"I think I'd better comb my hair again," I interrupted
and
skittered back into my room where I secluded myself until I heard the
doorbell ring.
"Oh, hi Danny, let's go, or we'll be late ... 'bye Mom," I called,
hardly giving Danny time to shove the gardenia he'd brought me into
my hand.
"What's the hurry? We've plenty of time."
"I don't want Mother to saddle me with a saint tonight. I want to
have a good time without St. Agnes breathing down my neck," I explained. Being an alumnus of St. Mary's Danny understood about St.
Agnes. His mother occasionally set St. George after him, but Danny
seemed to have come to an understanding
with that slayer of dragons
which I hadn't been able to achieve with St. Agnes. Why is it that men
always stick together whereas we females just love to trip each other
up?
The Prom was absolutely dreamy! I got cut in on four times-once
by Bub Burchowski himself, which made up for Iggy Untermaier who
was a genius at algebra but an absolute shlemiel on the dance floor. It
seemed that the evening had hardly begun when the band was suddenly
playing "Good Night Ladies."
Danny was helping me into the car when Bub and a bunch of
grad uating Seniors passed by.
"Hey, Danny-boy, you two comin' up to Partridge Hill tonight?"
he called. "I've got some refreshments stashed away ... "
Danny looked at me and I nodded, trying to look sophisticated.
"Let's Danny, it would be fun!"
"What about your mother?"
I made a face. "Forget about my mother-for
once I'm going to do
what I want," I replied.
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"O.K. whatever you say ... but let's stop at the Silly Steer fora
burger first. I'm hungry."
"O.K."
But the time we got to the Silly Steer it was beginning to drizzle
and my heart sank a little. If this kept up there wouldn't be much of a
sunrise to see, but I didn't say anything. The Silly Steer was crowded
and we had to park on the shoulder. The place was full of kids from the
Prom, all laughing and joking and jostling one another. The one
counterman on duty had a glazed look about him as he tried to take
orders, fry burgers and make change all at once.
Danny and I had just squeezed into a corner booth along with
about eight other people when there was a roll of thunder and lightning
ripped the sky. The trees outside the Silly Steer bent before the wind
and the grinning sign swayed back and forth on its post.
"Oh, no!" we all groaned as the rain came down in sheets.
"Great! There goes sunrise on Patridge Hill!"
"Never mind-we
can have a picnic here," called Bub. "Who's
game to help me get the beer out of my car'!" Volunteers weren't
lacking and before you could say "Sodorn and Gornorrah" they were
back, soaking wet, but triumphantly swinging a case of beer.
"Yeah for Bub!" "Who needs Partridge Hili!" Someone started
the Juke Box and the strains of "Tennessee Waltz" came pouring out.
Bub starting throwing the beer cans midst shrieks of laughter from the
crowd.
"Here, have a beer," Bub shoved a can into my hand.
"Are we supposed to ... here?" I asked.
Bub shrugged. "Who's to stop us?" he indicated the counterman
who was stilI trying to cope with the unexpected deluge of orders.
"Well ... alright ... " I said, taking a careful sip. I tried not to
make a face at the bitter taste. I didn't want anyone to know this was
my first beer.
"Hey, stow the beer, I've got something better!" It was Joe
Zambini. He pulled a flask from his pocket and began passing it
around. "Want a swig, Kath T" he asked.
"N ... no thanks, I haven't finished my beer," I replied hastily
burying my nose in my beer can.
"Hey, you kids can't drink in here!" The counterman had finally
noticed what was going on.
"The hell we can't!" Joe replied. "You goin' to stop us?"
"Yeah," seconded Bub, "Just you try!"
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The counterman didn't say anything, but went back into the
kitchen. From where I sat I could see he was making a telephone call.
Suddenly Igot that familiar nudging again. I looked at my watch. Ten
after two. Mother must have started praying. Blast St. Agnes anyway,
couldn't she take one night off?
"What's the matter, Kath, you look funny ...
is it the beer?"
Danny asked, a look of concern on his face.
"No-it's
not the beer-it's
St. Agnes ... she's after me again," I
whispered. I heaved a reluctant sigh. I knew when I was beaten. "I
guess I'd better get home. Do you mind?"
Danny seemed relieved. "Sure, the rain seems to have let up a bit.
Let's make a run for the car."
We got thoroughly soaked. The minute we left the Silly Steer the
sky opened up like Niagara Falls but I didn't mind. St. Agnes must
have been working overtime, for I had this irrestistible compulsion to
get home.
Dan opened the door for me, then sloshed around to the other side
and got in. He started the car. It made a lot of noise, but it wouldn't
move.
"Oh, great, we're stuck in the mud!"
"What'Il we do ... shall I call home?" I didn't exactly relish the
thought of what Mother would say.
.
"Let's try to get out first. Can you drive?"
"A little ... I don't have my license yet."
"It's simple," Danny assured me. "Look-this
is the gas pedal.
You shift gears like this. O. K. ? N ow I'm going to try and push it ou t of
the mud. When I yell, you give it some gas and I'll shove. For heaven's
sake, don't shift into reverse, or you'll run me over. Got it?"
I nodded and slid behind the wheel as Danny got out. I glanced in
the rearview mirror. To my horror I saw a revolving light coming down
the road. As I'd suspected, the counterman had called the cops.
"Hurry, Danny, I think there's a police car coming-let's
get out
of here!"
"O.K.," Dan called, "Let'er go!"
I pushed down on the pedal. There was a tremendous roar from
the car the wheels spun round, splattering mud, but we didn't move. I
could see the revolving red light coming closer.
"It's no use," Iwailed," Oh, Danny, what shall we do!"
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Danny shook his wet hair out of his face and leaned his shoulder
against the car. "Try praying," he called, "and don't forget to shift ... "
I could make out the form of the police car in the mirror now.
Pray? Sure, but who was in charge of a situation like this? Not prissy
St. Agnes .... I was desperate ... desperate ... st. Jude! st. Jude, the
saint of desperate situations!
"Oh, St. Jude, hope of the hopeless ...
Help!" I shifted gears
and bore down on the gas pedal. The car lurched forward so fast I was
halfway down the block before I could jam on the brakes and pick up
Danny who was chasing after me. I slid over and he got behind the
wheel. We skidded away just as the police. car turned into the Silly
Steer.
We were so wet and muddy when we got home that Mother was too
busy drying us off to ask questions at first. Later she ... but you'll have
to excuse me. My daughter Sally is going out on her first date tonight,
and I've just enough time to run down to St. Margaret's and light a
candle ....
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ATYPICAL

APPLICATION

Desma Conrad

NAME

C0439

MARITAL
STATUS

Yes?

NUMBER OF
DEPENDENTS

10 (that I can count!)

OCCUPATION

Mother

HIGHEST LEVEL
OF EDUCATION

Aviation

GLASSES? Yes, 8-ofthe

/

PHYSICAL DEFECTS?

16 oz. size.
Plantars warts on big toe!

HA VE YOU EVER BEEN COMMITTED
Yes-B.U.!

NAME THREE

SEX Yes, quite frequently.
RACE
100-yd. dash.

REFERENCES:

1. Webster's Dictionary, 10th ed.
2. World Book Encyclopedia
3. Reader's Digest

TO AN INSTITUTION?
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TOGETHER

Pam Williams
Two together!
~inds blow south, or winds blow north,
Day come white, or night come black,
Home, or rivers and mountains from home,
Singing all time, minding no time,
While we two keep together.
-Walt Whitman

"Do you take this man to be your lawfully wedded husband, till
death you do part?"
"1 do." Edna Davis' voice trembled slightly as she spoke the
words. She looked at the man standing next to her, the man who was
about to become her husband. Edna had not felt this happy in a long
time. The last ten years had been very lonely since her husband had
died. Then, suddenly, thanks to the matchmaking of a good friend,
Edna wasn't alone anymore. John Potier was everything she could ever
want in a man. Even though he was 85 years old, he still had the energy
of a man half his age. "1 wonder if I'll be able to keep up with him?"
Edna thought to herself.
"Do you take this woman to be your lawfully wedded wife, till
death you do part?"
John Potier squeezed Edna's hand as he proudly replied, "1 do."
"It's taken me 85 years to find the right woman," he thought, "but it's
sure been worth the wait."
A few moments later, the minister pronounced them man and
wife. He turned them around to face the half-tilled church. "J would
like to introduce you all to Mr. and Mrs. John Robert Porter. May their
love serve as an example to all of us. And may they live in love and
peace forever."
As the organist played a traditional recessional, the happy couple
almost seemed to skip down the long aisle, surrounded on both sides by
friends and family.
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The next two hours were spent accepting gifts and congratulations
in the gaily decorated church basement. To all present, John and Edna
seemed to be tW:J youngsters, instead of the senior citizens that they
were. Hattie MacDonald,
the woman who had first introduced the
happy couple, just three months before, wiped a tear away as John and
Edna offered a toast to "the special person who had made it all
possible.' ,
Finally, after obeying the rules of tradition, Edna had thrown her
bouquet, which her 20 year old granddaughter
caught easily and John
had thrown Edna's garter, which the granddaughter's
boyfriend had
caught ("Grandma,
you had that all planned!" she had accused) the
newlyweds were able to leave ad midst a shower of rice and good luck
wishes.
They found themselves alone for the first time all day as John
drove to the airport where they were to catch a plane for Las Vegas.
Edna was surprised when John pulled off the main highway and drove
down a secluded, wooded side street.
"Where are we going?" she asked as the car came to a halt.
"I wanted to come parking a bit," John grinned as he pulled his
wife to him. "I haven't even gotten to kiss you yet, except for that little
peck at the church."
"You're a devil," Edna laughed.
"You better believe it, sweetie. It took me 85 years to find you and
I want to enjoy you all I can. He put his arms around Edna and kissed
her.
"I love you; John."
"And I love you," John told her as he played with a lock of her
hair. Then he continued," Are you as happy now as you were when you
married Frank?"
"I was happy then and I'm happy now. I don't think I can say I'm
happier, but I'mjust as happy. Remember, I loved Frank too."
John nodded. "I guess I just want to be sure that you don't regret
marrying me."
"How can you ever think that? You're a very special man and I'm
lucky you wanted me. I'm never going to regret this."
John squeezed Edna's hand and then kissed it gently. "I wish I'd
met you 50 years ago, so I could've had more time with you." Then he
added thoughtfuIly, "Course, you probably wouldn't've wanted me
then. That's why I never got married before. Not too many women want
to marry a cop."
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"Darling, if! had met you before Frank, I would have married you
then, no matter what you were."
He hugged and kissed her again. "We're going to have a good life,
Edna, for a long time. I'm going to make sure you're never sorry that
you married me." Then he giggled, "Hell, who said life begins at 40? It
begins at 85!"
"And 72!" Edna added happily.
The next two weeks passed in a romantic blur as John and Edna
began their lives together. They spent every second together, gambling
a little, sightseeing and going to shows. And of course, there was a lot
of time set aside for just getting to know each other.
But soon it was over and the Porters returned home. They had
rented a small white house in a middle class suburb. John insisted on
repainting the entire house, himself, despite Edna's protests.
"Damn it, old woman, just because I'm 85, doesn't mean I'm
ready for the rocking chair!" he argued.
"I didn't say that you were, John, but don't you think you should
get someone to help you a bit?"
"I don't have any intention of getting anybody to help me do
anything. This is our house and I want us to fix it up our way!"
"So do I, but I just don't want you to overdo it."
John put his hands on Edna's shoulders. "Edna, didn't you say
that one of the things you liked best about me was the way I didn't act
my age?"
Edna nodded, sensing that she was about to go down in defeat.
"Well then, keep that in mind and stop trying to put me out to
pasture before I'm ready to go."
"Why are you so stubborn, I just ... " Edna stopped in midsentence, looking very crestfallen.
"What's the matter'!" John was confused at his wife's sudden
change in mood.
"John," she said softly and sadly, "I think we're having our first
fight. "
John thought this over for a second. "Why, I believe you're right.
Hee, hee, how 'bout that?" He punched Edna on the arm. "Hey, if I'd a
known you were such a good fighter, I might've married you the day
after I met you."
Edna wasn't amused. "I don't think it's funny," she said sadly.
'We've only been married two weeks. We shouldn't be fighting."
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"Sure we should. How are we ever going to get to know each other
if we don't argue sometimes?" John told her. Then he put his arms
around.her. "Besides, fighting's kinda fun."
"What do you mean?"
"Well, when we have a fight," he kissed her, "we have to make up
and," he kissed her again, "that makes it all worthwhile."
Edna laughed, "You're a devi1."
"Y ou better believe it, sweetie."
As time went on, the Porters became very well known around the
neighborhood. They were a familiar sight as they took their nightly
walk around the nearby streets and they always had a smile and a hello
for anyone they passed along the way. Their friends marveled at the
way they took care of their own lawn and garden. Edna gave up trying
to get John to slow down and joined him in his youthful exuberance.
But no matter what they did, they always did it together. "What's the
use of having a wife if you can't spend all your time with her?" John was
fond of saying.
The night of November 14th was a quiet one for the Porters. They
stayed at home and watched TV, resting up for the next night when
they would celebrate their six month anniversary at a party given by
Edna's son and daughter-in-law.
They had been in bed for about two
hours when John suddenly sat up.
"What's wrong, dear?" Edna, who had been awakened by his
stirring, asked.
"Can't seem to get to sleep," he told her.
"Why don't you let me make you some warm milk, that might
help?"
"Good idea, but you go back to sleep, I'll getit myself."
An hour later, John was sound asleep, warmed and relaxed. All
was quiet in the Porter bedroom. But the kitchen was a different story.
Muffy, the kitten that John had given Edna as a one month anniversary gift, had decided she was tired of sleeping and started playing
with a. towel she ·had dragged from the bathroom. She jumped atop the
stove, with the towel, where John had forgotten to turn off the burner.
The towel caught tire immediately. Seconds later, the fire jumped to
the curtains at the window to the left of the stove. In a matter of
moments, the entire kitchen was ablaze.
In the bedroom, John was awakened by Muffy, who had jumped
on. the bed. He smelled smoke.
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Edna, wake up, I think there's fire," he shook his sleeping

wife.
"Wh-what'd you say," she asked sleepily.
"The house, I think it's on fire, I smell smoke."
Edna was suddenly wide awake. "Oh my God, Muffy, where's
Muffy?"
"I've got her, right here, now come on, let's get out of here," he
pulled her out of bed.
By now the fire had spread to the living room. John and Edna were
almost to the front door when suddenly Edna turned around to go back
to the bedroom. "Our wedding pictures, I can't lose them," she was
thinking.
John, who did not realize that Edna had gone back, made it out
the door to safety. Fire trucks were already pulling up in front as a
result of a negihbor's alert call. People were starting to gather to watch
the blaze.
Mike and Sandy Anderson, their next door neighbors, ran up to
.John who was out of breath, partly from smoke, partly from fear.
"John, thank God you're all right," Sandy threw her arms around
him.
He nodded, "I'm glad I woke up when I did, cause Edna ... " He
looked around, then panicked, "Edna, God where's Edna?"He looked
fearfully at the Andersons as if hoping that they might have the answer.
"She, she was right beind m-rne. I saw her, she-she was right there."
"Jesus, you don't think she's still ... " Mike broke off fearfully.
"Edna!" John screamed, turning back to the burning house. As he
made his first move, Mike's strong arms reached out to stop him.
"John, you can't!"
But even the burly arms of a 200 pound football coach couldn't
stop the old man whose beloved wife was in danger.
"I'm coming Edna, I'm coming,' he cried as he made his way
through the crowd.
"Fella, stop, you can't go in there," a fireman yelled as John
pushed passed him. But it was too late, John was already to the front
door.
Inside, the house was like an oven filled with smoke and names.
John's eyes burned terribly and he could barely see. Then, he saw her,
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standing in the hallway, going around in a circle, lost and confused by
what was happening all around her.
"Edna!" he reached out and touched her hand. He had her back
again. Then the roof caved in.
The firemen found John and Edna lying side by side in the debris
that had once been a home filled with love. They were still together.

THE

SWAMP

Rich Van Wyck

Every little boy has a special place in this world where he goes to be
alone. It is a secret place where his imagination and fantasies run wild
without being interrupted by outsiders. For most boys, it might be a
closet, perhaps a forgotten part of the basement, maybe even an out of
the way place in the back yard, but for me it was the swamp.
To a seven-year-old boy, the swamp was an uncharted wilderness
extending further than the mind could imagine. Sometimes I was
Davy Crockett, clearing trails, fording rivers, making the territory safe
for those who would someday follow me. Other days, I was Sergeant
Saunders, stalking the Nazis through the thick foliage, single-handedly
destroying countless enemy positions. One day it occurred to me that I
really should have a base for. all my operations. Pruning shears in
hand, I set to work at building a "fort" (really nothing more than a
clearing in the tall weeds). Confiscating Dad's wood and some old yard
furniture, I came up with a pretty neat command post. It was complete with a secret hiding place for important papers and secret
messages.
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As spring turned to summer, cat tail punks began to show up
everywhere. Being the eldest and most experienced swamp traveler, I
led expeditions of little kids to harvest these treasured punks. Acting as
tour guide, I was always careful to keep them away from my command
post, thus preserving its secrecy. If anyone challenged my authority, I
simply led them in circles until they begged to be taken back to
civilization.
As summer progressed, I was forced from my sanctuary by the
swamp's natural inhabitants,
mosquitoes. This setback proved to be
only minor, as I spent the long hot days collecting wood to construct my
new swamp project: a bicycle cause-way from the swamp's edge to my
command post. The plan would have worked if it hadn't been for my
dad; consequently the project was scrubbed.
With school back in session, homework kept me out of the swamp,
until the first freeze anyway. I spent countless afternoons and Saturdays as Bobby Hull, skating over any obstacles in my way. With deep
water no longer a problem I ventured further into the frozen swamp,
discovering new locations for more command posts.
The novelty and excitement of the swamp melted that winter with
the ice. The following spring, I had other interests: building a go-cart
with my fifteen-year-old uncle was one of them. Compared to gasoline
and grease, the swamp seemed childish.
I hadn't thought of my good companion the swamp until the other
day when I went back to the old neighborhood. The swamp is gone,
replaced by a modern five-hundred-unit
garden apartment complex.
Standing there, looking over acres of red brick and black pavement, I
felt a lump in my throat. A place that had given me years of childhood
memories was gone, wiped out, never to be enjoyed again by myself, my
children, or anyone else for that matter.
In the corner of my eye, I saw something move. A little boy with a
toy gun in his hand was creeping cautiously between the parked cars in
the lot. He paused, looked right and left, threw an imaginary hand
grenade over the car next to him, then charged, shooting at rapid tire.
The obstacles had changed,
memories would be different, - but
ba:sically, things were still the same.
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DUSTBALLS

Susan Udell

My hobby is collecting dustballs. In fact, not only do I collect them
in varying sizes, shapes and textures, but I also cultivate them under
the beds, sofas, and Persian carpets of my home. I am especially proud
of the superior strain of dustbaII that I have developed in my garage ...
a super-jumbo, fast-maturing,
speedy-proliferating
hybrid, borne out
of many years and aches of experience and an innate feeling for the
filthy stuff.
How did I happen to come about this unusual hobby? First, may I
emphasize that my particular talent is by no means unique. There are
millions of people with the same God-given gift to develop superior
dustballs. Unfortunately,
since slobbery and unworthiness have so
often been equated in our society, to claim publicly this penchant for
the dust would automatically label one as a "terrible person." Hence,
for many years, I, too, fought the deep-seated tendency to overachieve
in the area. But thanks to my mother, who harassed and harangued me
in my every waking hour to clean my room, I never really lost the
knack.
When Mother married, she received three cases of PINESOL and
a sterling silver dustmop handle. On their honeymoon, she toted a
travel-size can of LYSOL SPRAY DISINFECTANT
along and
sterilized the bathroom, drawers and sheets of their hotel suite. Until
this day, she does not feel virtuous or "complete" until she has done
two full loads of laundry (each with a double-rinse cycle), vacuumed the
house and. scrubbed the kitchen and bathroom floors on her hands and
knees. Sometimes she finds it difficult to locate greasy stains and dirt
(she lives alone) ... but when it gets her down, she catalogues her 231
bottles and cans of spray cleaners ... or shampoos the Siamese cat.
Then she calls me long-distance to ask if I have cleaned the house
lately.
When it was time for me to enter college and dormitory living, my
mother brainwashed me for two months on the virtues of cleaning ...
and thus keeping the family free from SHAME. As luck would deem it,
my pimply-faced roomie was a little goodie country girl who spent every
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waking hour arranging and rearranging her possessions into neat little
compartments or tidy little stacks. When ever she was depressed about
the prospect of yet another dateless weekend, she arranged and
rearranged. When she saw me going out with such. fierce frequency,
she arranged and rearranged.
On the other side, the only thing I
arranged and rearranged was the assortment of junk that lay on my
bed. Each night I would fashion a body-shaped clearing to sleep in ...
and about once a month, when my pile of rubble would begin to encroach upon her side of the room, to a point of hindering her
movements ... I would gather everything up and deposit it under my
bed. At such times, I would usually be overcome with a mild sense of
guilt.
The interesting thing about Sheila was that I think she really
admired me and my bohemian predilections. Sometimes I would catch
her. looking over to my side of the room with such longing. I concluded
that she was just a poor driven soul who would have given anything to
be a little carefree like me. Still, in spite of all this incoming admiration, I was haunted by a gnawing sense of guilt and unworthiness,
especially every Sunday night, when Mother would call to ask if I had
cleaned my room.
During my sophomore year and second roomate, I developed an
ulcer. Not only was Antoinette a paragon of tidiness bordering on the
excessive ... but a Phi Beta Kappa and an evangelist to boot. It was
like living with Mother, only worse, because Toni not only flaunted her
neatness and organization, but her brains as well. To her perverted way
of thinking, brains and tidiness were one and the same thing. And she
never let me forget it. She further aggravated me by being ready for bed
every night at 8:30 pm, having done her 21 credit hours' and honor's
thesis' worth of studying, and then allowing a half hour for spraying
ODOR EATER into her shoes, ironing the next day's. ensemble,
showering, shaving, arranging her head in perfectly engineered rows of
miniscule; metal curlers; and swallowing, in alphabetical order, 9
kinds of natural food vitamins. On weekends she executed dust with
several brutal sweeps and read Nietzsche. And she had: this disgusting
habit of "Tsk , tsking" whenever I was readying to forsake cleaning
and studying for something gayer, like an Ingmar Bergman movie. The
year of judgment finally ended with my love life in the gutter, my grades
in the pits, and my morale just a degree from suicidal, especially on
Sunday nights, when Mother would call to ask if I had cleaned my
room.
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When I decided to move into an apartment during my senior year,
my sanity hung on loose threads. But the moment I walked into the
freeway-view, one-bedroom
apartment
that was advertised in the
college paper, I knew that I would find some kind of peace. Gorgeous
cobwebs were arranged in every dusty corner. Rubble protruded from
beneath the studio bed. And there were no clothes hanging in the closet
... they were all lying in a heap on the floor. As it turned out, I had
finally met my match, my equal, my soul-mate. In that blissful year of
co-habitation with Amy, our herd of roaches grew from 6 to 87 and our
pile of collective clothing reached ceiling height. We bought another
bed to store junk under and acquired Ralph, a rabbit ....
who added
droppings to the confusion. When Mother visited me on graduation,
she spied the roaches and fainted. When she came to, her eyes pierced
into mine with the silent, but deadly, accusation of SHAME, SHAME,
SHAME. And so again, after onemarvelous guilt-free year, I began to
feel a sense of unworthiness.
After graduation I moved to Hong Kong to seek my fortune and to
escape Mother. The minute I landed at bustling Kai Tak. Airport, I
started to believe in reincarnation. Hundreds of little men rushed out of
the woodwork to gather my luggage ... and later ....
when a friend
confirmed that yes, indeed, every household employed a maid, or
amah, I knew for sure that in a previous life I had been a Chinese
princess. When I found Ah Ping, my dearly beloved housekeeper, I
prospered in a career free from domestic worries and guilt. I knew that
while I was 'working, she was at home cleaning, dusting, tucking,
folding, cooking and keeping the kitty litter box free from odor. Three
years later, Mother came to visit ... and left smiling.
Soon after, I met my foreign correspondent husband, felI madly in
love and moved to New York City. The implications of life back in the
United States did not hit me until two weeks later ... when in horror ..
. I realized that I was now responsible for the health, welfare and home
of another human being ... and without help!
Desperate that he should not see me in the dusty light of reality, I
hastened to get organized. The first step, according to Heloise, was to
"eliminate."
Agreeing that the less junk there was around, the less
junk there was to throw around, I went on a ridding rampage. I threw
out clothes, American Express receipts, tight shoes, green stamps,
guarantees, warrantys, and anything that did not bear an official stamp
that said "IMPORTANT,
DO NOT DISCARD,
KEEP YOUR
FILTHY HANDS OFF!" Soon, my husband caught on and began to
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sequester things away in his closet ...
like torn-out N.Y. TIMES
clippings,
old magazines
and chewed-up slippers. "For future
reference!" was his battle yell, and I soon sadly realized that he, too,
harboured an innate tendency to be a "terrible person." It now became
urgent that I save both of us from our fate.
But soon after, Baby came along and I lost control of the situation
again. Keeping the diaper pail empty and fresh-smelling became the
major occupation of my life. Mother lived in dread fear that Johnny
would die of "Montezuma's
Revenge" in my kitchen ... or suffocate
on the cat-hair tufts that floated freely around the house. I can't say she
had no cause for concern.
What's more, the-more I saw of other people's houses, the more I
regarded myself as a failure. Their gleaming chrome and polished
parquet floors made me retch in disgust and envy. When I was feeling
masochistic, I would invite myself over to a neighbor's. Soon I began to
withdraw. I would go for weeks without answering the doorbell. I would
take the phone off the hook to foil some conniving neighbor. I knew
they were out there ... all waiting to rush over and catch me knee-high
in muck. When our babysitter discovered a cat missing and recruited
eager neighbors to persue my linen closets and bed-unders, I fired her
with a vengeance. And soon, we even stopped going out.
Short of primal-screaming,
I had to do something. My self-image
was disintegrating.
I would prattle on and on about the need to clean
up, but I was always too exhausted or discouraged. The dust lay like an
unconquerable mountain before me.
One midnight sitting forlornly on a sofa smeared with Ragu sauce,
I decided that to have reached my level in life ...
with all the accompanying trials and tribulations and dirty diapers ... was to be
deserving of something better ...
that if I had the least bit of inclination to live a fuller and more satisfying life, with more babies and
rooms to clean
I would have to strip myself of all pretensions ... all
glorified images
and come to terms with the "real" me. If I was a
"terrible person," I was going to have to accept it. If people could not
respect me, it was their problem. If they wanted to clean instead of
communicate,
it was their time wasted. And if I was to become a
societal aberrant with my unorthodox notions about familial priorities,
I would create a society of my own.
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And so, I came out of the closet. Like a crusader for dust, I placed
an ad in the VILLAGE VOICE, daring people to strip themselves of
dustcloths and dustmops ...
and to reach a new level of awareness.
Nobody came to the first meeting.

.:

Undaunted, I am getting more specific this week. I am publishing
a definite set of guidelines for people to peruse, examine and hopefully
accept. Called the. TWELVE COMMANDMENTS
OF CARRION,
they are as follows:
1. Eliminate--less is less. Don't be intimidated by vulgar threats
of husband.
2. Buy a big dog and station him permanently under the baby's
high chair.
3. Get rid of bathtub ring ... don't bathe. Shower, if you must.
4. Banish bedspreads. Decorative, but utterly unnecessary.
S. Buy paper plates, paper cups, paper utensils, paper napkins
and a good trash compacter.
6. Buy twenty-five pairs of the same black sock and eliminate
sorting. Use time saved to paste up BINGO BUCKS.
7. Don't take your family to other people's houses. They will
soon forget what it's like to live in a clean environment.
8. Entertain in your favorite restaurant and say casually during a
lull in the conversation ... that you don't known why but Fido has
been foaming at the mouth all week long.
9. To avoid "Ring around the collar" ... let husband wear neck
guard. Looks silly, but well worth ridicule.
10. Keep giant masking tape in the glove compartment of the car
and remove lint "in transit" before making any public appearance.
11. Cultivate dustballs by sweeping lint, dirt and crumbs under
the sofa, beds and carpets. Keep adding filth for about 3 or 4
weeks or until dustballs have reached full maturation stage. May
take longer in the summer.
Then vacuum and DO NOT
DISCARD. Who knows when there might be a dustball shortage
... or if they'll become a status symbol?
12. Twice a year, once before the Xmas holidays and again before
Spring, send Mother a round-trip ticket and invite her to clean the
house. She deserves it.
No doubt, people will laugh. Like the many famous who spoke too
soon before their times and were misunderstood,
I, too, might be
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scorned and ridiculed. And no doubt, my mother will rant and rave and
wonder where she went wrong.
But when I look into the mirror now, I do not avert my eyes. I see
before me a proud woman who has risen above the petty criticisms of
society ... to excel in a field where she stands alone, and unsurpassed.
A woman who has come upon the firm conviction that unless we know
who we are .... and what we simply cannot bring ourselves to do ...
we will forever be the slaves . . . rather than the masters of ... the
dustball,

A THEORY

GROWS

OLD

Karen Greene

Maybe he was old and crippled, butlook at how fortunate he had
been. Look at how many of his senile decrepit friends had taken up
lodging in convalescent homes. No, he would never settle for that.
Every picture-filled pamphlet with sauna and lounge scene found its
way to the trash. Meadow Brook, Hillside, Leisure Village, Happy
Valley-he
had been recipient of all their "propaganda
paper
products." Morning after morning he could be heard growling from his
cushioned throne when Faith, his granddaughter, greeted him with the
mail. Then Anita waited to hear the rustling of letters, pamphlets, and
cards flying through the air like heaven bound doves. This was followed
by silence-absolute
and complete.
Within minutes Faith would emerge from her grandfather's room
looking peaked, sometimes on the verge of tears. The wrinkled brow
and clenching lips were a stranger to the face that usually glowed with
the goodness of life. She was stunning with her long red hair and steelblue eyes which seemed to laugh at the world. Unlike her mother, she
failed to inherit the Moreheads' overly sharp jaw and gaunt cheeks.
Perhaps these were to come with age. Anita liked to flatter herself
saying that her daughter was her duplicate, but it was obvious that
Faith was Jack Pearson's daughter. Everything reflected Jack, even
Faith's ski slide nose and front bucktooth. She spoke with the same
articulate tongue, used the identical hand gestures, and loved horse
racing on Saturday afternoons.
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Anita sat contemplating her father's condition. If only he hadn't
had that stroke last year maybe the family could have had some peace.
It was senseless now to try to change things. Homes were for invalids,
which he was not, and Jack would never approve. It was true that he
was her father, but Jack ruled the house. What he said was respected.
If onlyThe clock had just chimed twelve when Anita's thoughts were
interrupted by the gruff voice from the bedroom shouting, "Anita!"
"Coming, father!" Quickly she rose and practically ran to aid "the
Fuhrer."
On entering the room she saw her father propped high on his
pillows. There was a disinfectant odor in the air which lingered and
choked visitors unfamiliar to the surroundings and the situations. The
old hospital bed had become a permanent monument along with the
chrome roller table which was used for meals and eternal checker
games. Rays of sunlight attempted to filter through the frilly curtains to
be reflected off-the sterile green walls. The room had formerly served as
Jack's den. A bookcase bedecked with the typical statue of Darwin's
theory (the ape contemplating
a skull) was the only remnant of the
clinical room's past. Many nights Anita had sat in the den on a huge
overstuffed sofa (which had now been replaced by a special vaporizing
system) watching Jack ponder over his law books. That was many years
ago.
"Anita, do you think I could have some light in this prison?" the
old man piped in.
"Surely, but you know what the doctor said. It's time you start
doing things for yourself. If you want sunlight-you
know where the
curtain string is."
"Damn doctors!" he shouted. "It's all their fault that I'm here in
the first place. Fools! Inconsistant bas-"
"That's
no way to talk!" Anita screamed,
"They've done
everything for you. They've saved your life."
With that the old man sent the roller table, still set with breakfast
dishes, sailing into the wall. Remains of toast, teabags and a china tea
set flew against a maple set of drawers and scattered like dust particles.
Anita stood there amazed and infuriated. She bit down hard on her lip
as she gazed at the grey haired man who still sat erect on his throne.
There was complete silence. Her father's eyes were downcast as she
stared directly at him never taking her gaze off him for a second.
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The moment was interrupted by the banging of the front door. It
was Faith home for lunch. A faint humming could be heard as the girl
approached the sick room. Finally her head popped around the corner.
"Hi, Gramps."
Mr. Morehead lifted his eyes, which now sparkled, to his granddaughter. There she stood almost a full-grown adult. Next year she
would be going to college. Then what would happen?
Faith piped up again, "It's stuffy in here," as she opend the frilly
curtains.
The sunlight poured in and sent a bright streak of light across
Anita's swarthy face. It made her grimace and abruptly leave the room.
There was nothing to be said. The afternoon passed quickly. Faith had
been anxious to return to school after her usual bland oatmeal lunch
with her grandfather.
Today he was even allowed rice pudding. As
Faith tiptoed from the room with the tray, Anita could not help
noticing the pile of china fragments and tea bags. The girl never
inquired as to what had happened.
Anita spent the rest of the afternoon ironing in front of the
television. Rarely did she tune in the soap operas, but today was an
exception. Over the shadowy somber background music she heard an
occasional cough from her father's room. He had not rung the bell next
to his bed all day. At 3:30 Anita quietly walked into the room. He was
sitting on the edge of the bed with his feet dangling off the floor.
Between his front teeth he clenched a black pulling cigar. He seemed
dazed.
When he saw his daughter he spoke out jovially, "Miriam! My-mymy how nice you look! What are you fixing for dinner? Are the children
home'?"
Anita could not answer. Yes, the doctor said this was common.
There was nothing they could do. Without hesitating Anita turned and
walked from the room. The name "Miriam" echoed behind her.
Back in the kitchen Anita found the potatoes boiling over and Jack
standing with his briefcase in the doorway. Anita warmly welcomed her
husband.
"It's been a long day," Jack said.
"Ditto."
The couple sat down to share the day's events and make plans for a
future that never materialized. Maybe some day they would travel to
some far-off island. They sat there conversing over the frequent coughs
from the other room.
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At last Anita tearfully added, "He was terrible today."
"I'm sorry," Jack replied.
"I can't take much more of this. It's not fair to us or Faith. It's
ruining our family."
. "Anita," the voice was firm, "it isn't that bad. It hasn't jeopardized our relationship and besides, Faith loves him!"
Tears streamed down Anita's face as she screamed, "You're not
with him twenty-four hours a day!"
Another rapsy cough was heard as Jack replied, "I know and I can
sympathize with you, but he is your father."
If you care so much-why
haven't you gone in to see him today?
You've been home an hour. Sure you love him-sure
you care-is that
why you never go in to see him? Is that why you never sit with him and
play checkers or smoke cigars?
Jack let her cry. He knew that this had been hard on Anita. For
several minutes silence fell on the scene.
Jack rose and said, "Corne on-let's
go talk to him."
Without a word Anita rose and together they walked through the
living room until they met the oak door. Jack quietly turned the knob
and they proceeded in. On the chrome table was an opened box of
cigars. The flimsy white curtains were still open, but now gloomy
twilight penetrated. Everything was in usual array, yet the room did
not appear as sterile. A layer of dust had accumulated on the statute of
"Darwin's theory." Finally their eyes fell on the old man. He was
perfectly flat on the bed with his head tilted back. The mouth was open
as if gasping for air and his eyes were shut. His skin had an unusual
pale color. There was silence. Jack took Anita's hand, the only motion
the room felt. Chills ran up her spine. It had happened. Just then the
kitchen door was heard creaking open. It was Faith.
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